**Bubble Catch**
Blow bubbles and then try to catch them before they touch the ground. Follow the recipe below to make your own bubble mix. Household items like slotted spoons, pipe cleaners, and cookie cutters make great wands.

**Simple Bubble Recipe**
- ½ cup of dishwashing liquid
- 2 cups of water
- 2 teaspoons of sugar

---

**Stretch & Spell**
Try spelling simple words by stretching your body into the shape of each letter. Use favorite books for ideas or choose from the list below.

**Try these words**
- cat
- dog
- bird
- plane

---

**Animal Crawl**
Can you walk like a bear, crawl like a crab or waddle like a duck? See how fast you can move across the floor like your favorite animal or some of the other creatures listed below.

**Try these animals**
- penguin
- bear
- snake
- horse
- frog